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Sorry, Danny Ferry is no longer in a position to bring 

LeBron James with him if he takes the Hawks' GM job. 

(Getty Images)

(Updated at 9 p.m. with statement from Hawks.)

The partners of the Atlanta Spirit believe I pick on them too much for matters pertaining to . . . well, you know, 

pretty much everything. So in the interest of equal time, here goes:

The Hawks reportedly have offered the general manager position to Danny Ferry and are in “serious talks” 

with him, according to Yahoo Sports. There has been no confirmation of this from team officials, but also no 

denial. The Hawks’ interest in Ferry was first reported by ESPN two days ago, but many believed he was 

ticketed for the GM opening in Philadelphia.
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The team released a statement confirming they have “reached out” to Ferry: “As we continue to evaluate our 

franchise and look to build a championship caliber organization, we reached out to Danny Ferry. We are 

engaged in conversation regarding the Atlanta Hawks and our basketball operations. As the situation evolves, 

we will update at the appropriate time.”

If the Hawks get Ferry, it would be a solid move for the franchise for at least two reasons: 1) It would ensure 

that Rick Sund is not back as general manager; 2) Ferry is pretty good.

Let’s start with the Sund factor. His contract expires at the end of the month. He has been doing this Hamlet 

act since during the season, not knowing if wanted to return next season as general manager, a consultant or 

not at all.

I wrote three weeks ago — here’s the link – that the Hawks should not bring back Sund in any decision-

making capacity because the team has major decisions ahead and it doesn’t make sense to put those in the 

hands of an executive who seemingly already was one foot into retirement.

As it is, the NBA draft is Thursday night and Sund will be the man in charge of the Hawks, unless ownership 

can get something done with Ferry in the next few days.

As for Ferry, he did a solid job when he was running things in Cleveland, where the Cavaliers went to the finals 

and twice had the best regular-season record during his five-year tenure. Granted, it helped that LeBron 

James was on the roster. Ferry resigned after the 2009-10 season when he disagreed with owner Dan Gilbert 

over the firing of coach Mike Brown (with the hope of enticing James to re-sign). So Ferry went back to San 

Antonio, where he had started, as a front office executive. I figure any executive twice hired by the San Antonio 

Spurs must know what he’s doing.

Ferry’s hiring obvious wouldn’t guarantee success. He would have to deal with some of the Hawks’ unique 

issues, the biggest being Joe Johnson’s contract and Josh Smith entering the final year of his deal. But if he 

takes the job and is allowed to work free of ownership entanglements, there’s good chance he’ll move the 

Hawks in the right direction.

By Jeff Schultz
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